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ABSTRACT
Purpose: The primary aim of the study is to identify the existence of the post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) in an individual and to detect the dominance level of each affected brain region in PTSD using
rs-fMRI data. This will assist the psychiatrists and neurologists to distinguish impartially between PTSD
individuals and healthy controls for the brain-based treatment of PTSD.
Methods: Twenty-eight individuals (14 with PTSD, 14 healthy controls) were assessed to obtain rs-fMRI
data of their six brain regions-of-interest. The rs-fMRI data analyzed by the Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), adopting the training-validation-testing approach to classify PTSD and to identify the most affected
brain region due to PTSD. The classification accuracy is justified by a variety of different methods and
metrics.
Results: Three ANN models were established to attain the study’s purpose using the susceptible regions in
the right, left, and both hemispheres, and the classification accuracy of ANN models achieved 79%, 93.5%,
and 94.5%, respectively. The prediction accuracy even increased in the independent holdout sample using
trained models. The developed models are reliable, intellectually attractive and generalize. Additionally,
the most dominant region in the PTSD individuals was the left hippocampus and the least was the right
hippocampus.
Conclusion: The present investigation achieved high classification accuracy and identified the brain regions
those contributed most to differentiating PTSD individuals from healthy controls. The results indicated that
the left hippocampus is the most affected brain region in PTSD individuals. Therefore, our findings are
helpful for practitioners for diagnostic, medication, and therapy of the affected brain regions by knowing
the strength of infected regions.
INDEX TERMS artificial neural network, amygdala, calibration plot, health-care, hippocampus, medial
prefrontal cortex, PTSD, psychological harm, rs-fMRI
I. INTRODUCTION
POST-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an anxietydisorder, it develops after a serious and extremely ter-
rifying experience like domestic, school or community vio-
lence, medical trauma, disaster, war, terrorist attacks, refugee
trauma, abuse, or sexual assaults [1]– [4], which may re-
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experience in the variety of traumatic events [5]. PTSD
patients always try to avoid such circumstances and thinking
those may lead to the traumatic event, in this way they may
suffer from guilt, irritability, quarantine, dysphoria, alien-
ation and sleep, and concentration disorder [1], [6]. In the
general population, at least 7% of people fulfill the PTSD
occurrence criteria at some time in their lives [7]. PTSD due
to sexual assault or rape is more likely to develop than any
other traumatic event [8]. Many studies also revealed the
high rate of PTSD in war soldiers and war victimized [9]–
[11]. At any reason for its occurrence, PTSD is a serious
incapacitating health condition in itself. This disorder finally
leads to disturbing the sociability, personal or family life, and
become the reason for domestic violence, marital conflicts,
occupational instability, and difficulties in parenting [12].
The patients with PTSD have a high association with negative
thoughts that severely impair their daily lives and, intend to
increase suicidal tendencies [12]– [13].
PTSD prevalence is mostly observed subjectively in cross-
sectional psychophysiological studies through self-reporting
of symptoms, skin conductance, facial reactivity, heart rate,
and such other tools [14]. Only limited studies have inves-
tigated this disorder neurologically, even the potential risk
factor of PTSD development is the structural brain abnormal-
ities [15], [16]. About the neural substrates of PTSD, most
of the neuroimaging studies have revealed many significant
findings and examined the structural changes in the brain as-
sociated with PTSD symptomatology [17]. Such vulnerable
factors are supportive as accurate therapeutic and diagnosis
intervention in the timely aftershock of the traumatic event to
decrease the possibility of escalating chronic PTSD [18]. In
recent years the imaging techniques like Positron Emission
Tomography, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomogra-
phy and functional Magnetic Resonance Image (fMRI) are
used to examine or visualize the activation in the brain
for specific regions by measuring regional Cerebral Blood
Flow (rCBF), blood oxygen levels and neuroreceptor density.
These activations are retrieved from the various brain regions
of the PTSD patient or healthy control [19].
PTSD affects the different brain regions including the
hippocampus, insula, prefrontal cortex, amygdala, medial
prefrontal cortex, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, thalamus,
para-hippocampus, orbitofrontal cortex, and among other
brain regions [19], [20] and each region is affected with a
different rate of tendency. In the pathophysiology studies of
PTSD, commonly three main regions, hippocampus, medial
prefrontal cortex, and amygdala are identified by substan-
tial researches in neuroimaging. These regions involve in
memory as well as in the stress response [21]. Hippocampus
is presupposed in memory processes and responsible for
producing context during fear conditioning [22], [23]. Hip-
pocampus and the amygdala interact with each other during
emotional memories and in the study of trauma like PTSD,
the interaction between both is exceedingly relevant [24]. In
the process of extinction of fear conditioning, the medial pre-
frontal cortex is involved and PTSD patients exhibit such fear
responses in daily life [25], [26]. The third region of interest
is the amygdala, which involves in the response of depression
and emotional information [27], fear learning processes [28],
and supportive for PTSD detection [29]. The severity of
PTSD and the amygdala responses have a significant positive
correlation with each other [30].
The fMRI is one of the most excellent techniques to collect
brain activation data [31], even of PTSD individuals and
healthy controls, it is a great source to find the activation
in the regions of the brain while resting or performing a
different visual, sensory and cognitive task. The resting-
state fMRI (rs-fMRI) recordings are adequate to treat PTSD
patients, even useful to observe the treatment response [32].
The rs-fMRI is useful for the clinical, memory, mental status
investigation of the population and it provides the functional
relationship between the areas of the brain [33]. Therefore,
this paper only focused on the amygdala, hippocampus, and
medial prefrontal cortex (brain regions) to classification of
PTSD individuals from healthy control individuals using the
rs-fMRI data. The present study also diagnosed the dom-
inance level of each affected brain region in classification
among the left and right regions of the hippocampus, me-
dial prefrontal cortex and, the amygdala. The classification
was achieved through the Artificial Neural Network (ANN).
The accurate classification between PTSD individuals and
healthy controls will helpful for both neurologists and psy-
chiatrists.
The ANN applications are enormous, ranging from voice
recognition to cancer detection. Its pros outweigh the cons
and make the ANN a favored modeling technique for classifi-
cation, machine learning, regression, and predictions [34]. As
it is flexible, reliable, fast, parametric, adaptive, multitasking,
easily handle complexity in data, can handle non-linearity of
the data, can deal with a large number of inputs, no higher-
level background statistics require, has the ability to decide
by commenting on the similar event to learn the event, has
the ability to split the problem of classification into a layered
network [34]. In limited corns have been reported as time-
consuming, expensive, require a lot of data for training, leads
to over-fitting, hard to know how much each independent
variable is influence on dependent variables [34]. However,
the pros are more appealing then corns and corns are not
much serious in this advance computing era.
ANN plays a notable role in fMRI studies for the classifi-
cation and detection of the affected brain regions. Recently,
Anagnostopoulou et al. [35] took an assessment of Autism by
ANN and obtained improved results in the early diagnostic
process. He et al. [36] used the ANN and support vector ma-
chine for the early detection of cognitive deficits in preterm
infants using rs-fMRI and more robust results drawn by ANN
and justified the ANN potentiality. Thomas and Chandran
[37] classified the autistic and healthy control using ANN
by the fMRI dataset. The classification and identification of
decision-making voxels of the fMRI dataset were achieved
via ANN by Ahmad, Ahmad, and Dar [38], and obtained very
improved results.
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Previous work on the classification of the PTSD patients
and healthy controls using the rs-fMRI is limited but numer-
ous studies worked on the same objective based on the survey
data. In the present study, our interest is on the classification
of PTSD patients and healthy controls by identifying affected
brain regions using the rs-fMRI data, as neuroimaging data
is more appropriate to accurate diagnoses of the brain dis-
order. This contribution will lead to the most relevant and
efficient treatment by neurobiologists, neurologists, and psy-
chiatrists. This was the main motivation behind considering
and developing the ANN models for this study. In previous
work, Christova et al. [39] identified the PTSD patients using
neural correlation and prewhitened rs-fMRI data and found
sensitivity and specificity 93.3% and 95.2%, respectively.
Yuan et al. [40] classified the PTSD individuals with the
pretreatment and posttreatment scans and obtained 72.5%
accuracy by Support Vector Machine (SVM). Banerjee et
al. [41] developed a deep belief network model and transfer
learning strategy to compare with SVM, and achieved PTSD
identification accuracies 61.53%, 74.99%, and 57.68%, re-
spectively. The 42 PTSD and 39 control subjects with resting-
state electroencephalogram data used in classification using
linear discriminant analysis, SVM, random forest, and Fisher
geodesic minimum distance to the mean approaches by Kim
et al. [42], and 66.54%, 61.11%, 60.99%, and 75% accura-
cies were obtained, respectively. Similarly, Zhu et al. [43]
investigated the multivariate pattern analysis with a relevance
vector machine to classify PTSD and 89.2% accuracy was
achieved to classify the PTSD. The present work expands on
this previous literature, and our purposed approach will more
accurately classify the PTSD subject than previous studies
and additionally will reveal which region is playing the most
dominant role to classify the PTSD subjects from healthy
control subjects by obtaining rs-fMRI data.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Second section
introduces the methodology that is used to achieve the objec-
tives. The third section discusses the rs-fMRI data acquisition
from PTSD individuals and controls in details. The fourth
section presents the pre-processing of the rs-fMRI data. The
data analysis and the empirical results with goodness-of-
fit criteria are discussed in section fifth. The sixth section
justified classification accuracy by holdout sample set, and
the seventh section is for the discussion of the study. Finally,
the study is concluded in the last section to make a conclusion
and gives a prospect.
II. METHODOLOGY
The study aimed to develop a prediction model to classify
PTSD and control individuals using rs-fMRI data. Only by
observing the activation pattern in the scans of the brain
visually, not leads to proper detection and classification of
an individual with PTSD or a healthy control. Therefore, an
advanced analysis is required to take an accurate decision,
for this purpose ANN technique is considered in this study
to classify the PTSD individual from the healthy control. In
this way, the concerns can diagnose the disorder and treat it
properly.
An artificial intelligence method that was motivated by
nervous system protocol, ANN was considered and used, as
sketched in Figure 1. As it is considered the best technique
due to its flexibility, power, cost-effectiveness, and conve-
nience of usage. ANNs are efficiently used in neurophysi-
ology and robotics for solving tasks of classification [44].
The ability of ANN to model complex nonlinear relationships
potentially is an attractive property for the researchers. It
is typically used for classification or prediction purposes in
many fields, including medical and engineering as well. The
formation of ANN involves one input, one or more hidden,
and one output layer. The activation function and number of
units (neurons) in the hidden and output layer determines to
minimize the error value using the back-propagation algo-
rithm trial.
The training-validation-testing approach was adopted and
it was implemented by splitting datasets into two groups, one
group referred to the analysis group and the other as testing
group. The analysis group was further divided into training
and validation sample to develop the best fitted ANN models.
The training sample was used to train the ANN classifier and
the validation sample was used to estimate the prediction
error rate of the trained ANN models. The ANN network
establishes by training sample using various weights in the
hidden layer and observes the output accuracy of the trained
network by comparing it with the validation sample. The
testing group sample, referred as the hold-out sample that
was used to test the validity of the finalized ANN models for
the classification in between PTSD and healthy control, and
this sample set was not involved in in-sample fitting [45]. To
observe the predictive accuracy of the models, 5-fold cross-
validation was employed, in order to minimize the bias asso-
ciated with the random sampling of the training, validation
and holdout data samples. The methodology is presented by
the flowchart as in Figure 2. The sensitivity, specificity, false-
positive-rate, false-negatives-rate were calculated to observe
the in-depth results of the models. The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve was also sketched to evaluate the
classification accuracy, as this curve is a plot of the sensitivity
and specificity. The second goal was to rank the affected brain
regions associated with PTSD and contributed most to the
classification; such results were obtained by the ANN model
using the normalized importance graph. Finally, the activated
voxels values of one PTSD and one healthy control’s brain
were used to evaluate the suggested model in the holdout
sample as real-time analysis.
In literature, some researchers concluded that the regions
in the left hemisphere affected more than the regions in the
right hemisphere, due to PTSD. Therefore, this study ob-
tained the rs-fMRI data of the hippocampus, amygdala, and
medial prefrontal cortex brain regions from both left and right
hemispheres to justify the most disturbing hemisphere and
the brain region. Additionally, the data of both hemispheres
were combined to get the data of six brain regions to observe
the classification accuracy with the tendency level of each
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FIGURE 1. A conceptual figure to describe ANN for the present study
affected brain region. In this way, three datasets were in
hand for the correct identification and classification of the
PTSD individual and healthy control by applying three times
ANN analysis. In the first ANN model, three regions-of-
interest (right amygdala, right hippocampus, and right medial
prefrontal cortex) of the right hemisphere were taken as input
variables and named as ANNRH , in the second ANN three
regions (left amygdala, left hippocampus, and left medial
prefrontal cortex) of the left hemisphere were taken as input
variables and named as ANNLH and in the third ANN,
the mentioned six regions of both hemispheres were con-
sidered as independent variables and denoted by the model
ANNBHs. In all three models, the binary variable (PTSD
individual or healthy control) is considered as a dependent
variable. In this study, 14 PTSD and 14 healthy controls
were selected for the analysis. A total of 28 subjects were
distributed into three groups for the training, validation, and
testing sample. The scans of randomly selected 9 PTSD and 9
healthy controls, 1260 (almost 64% of the total scans) used as
a training sample. The activated scans of randomly selected
4 PTSD and 4 healthy controls, 560 (almost 29% of the total
scans) were taken as validation sample without omitting any
data unit. And remaining 2 subjects (1 PTSD and 1 healthy
control) were in the testing group and their 140, 70 scans of
PTSD and 70 scans of healthy (almost 8% of the total scans)
holdout for the evaluation of the prediction accuracy of the
models.
III. DATA ACQUISITION
A recent large study conducted by the Department of De-
fense and Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (Do-
DADNI) on elder Veterans and healthy controls those were
served in Vietnam. The data was obtained from the Do-
DADNI [46] and the detailed description of the participants is
given in Table 1. To get the access to the DoDADNI datasets,
we applied for that and on the acceptance of the request,
the access was granted on the well-defined protocols. Then
for the present study, only the PTSD individuals and healthy
controls were targeted from that database. A sample of PTSD
individuals and healthy controls has been sampled according
to the reliability criteria. Therefore, rs-fMRI (open eyes)
scans were retrieved from 14 PTSD and 14 control males
with the average age of 70.00 and 73.40 years, respectively.
Other characteristics of the individuals are explained in Table
1. Moreover, the PTSD brain scans had the properties like,
field strength =3.0 tesla, flip angle = 90.0 degree, manufac-
turer = GE medical systems, matrix X = 64.0 pixels, matrix Y
= 64.0 pixels, mfg Model = discovery mr750, pixel spacing X
= 3.2813mm, pixel spacing Y = 3.2813mm, pulse sequence
= EP/GR, slices = 5952.0, slice thickness = 3.2999mm, TE =
30.0ms and TR = 2900.0ms. The rs-fMRI scans of controls
had the same properties as mentioned above for the PTSD
individuals. Each PTSD and each healthy control individual
have 140 scans and every scan has 48 slices with axial view
slices. The rs-fMRI data were retrieved for six regions, three
from each hemisphere of the brain named the hippocampus,
medial prefrontal cortex, and amygdala.
IV. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The standard way was adopted to pre-process and analyze
the rs-fMRI data by MATLAB (2018) and SPM-12 pack-
ages. In pre-processing the rs-fMRI scans was reorientation,
smoothed, realigned, normalized, and slice-timing corrected,
before the statistical analysis. To remove the respiratory fre-
quency noise, the 0-0.2 Hz cutoff frequency of the filter was
used. The pre-processed scans were analyzed to detect the
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FIGURE 2. Flow-chart outline for the ANN model by considering training-validation-testing analysis approach.




Average age 70 73.40
Participants Veteran of the Vietnam War Veteran of the Vietnam War
Detection Identified by records and verified by assessment
CAPS with atleast 50 score
No such record existed
rs-fMRI scans Open eyes Open eyes
Pre-processing scans slices Axial (X)=64, Sagittal(Y)=64 and Coronal (Z)=48 Axial (X)=64, Sagittal (Y)=64 and Coronal (Z)=48
Post-processing scans slices Axial (X)=75, Sagittal(Y)=95 and Coronal (Z)=79 Axial (X)=75, Sagittal(Y)=95 and Coronal (Z)=79
Inclusion Criteria History of head trauma associated with injury, cog-
nitive complaints, or loss of consciousness for more
than 5 minutes
Comparable in age, gender, and education with
PTSD groups
Exclusion Criteria Mild cognitive dementia, history of bipolar, psychosis, stroke, hypersensitivity, alcohol, Aneurysm clips, metal
implants and/or claustrophobia. Unstable major medical condition And any illness affecting brain function
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activation in the selected brain regions by taking the model
specification, estimation, and results steps. The block design
and all 140 scans were used in the step of the model speci-
fication to specify the visual conditions of PTSD individual
and healthy control. Initially, the total rs-fMRI scans were
(14 + 14)× 140 = 3920 and after applying block design on
140 rs-fMRI scans, the activated scans (14+14)×70 = 1960
were obtained. The next step after the completion of the
model specification was the estimation, in this step, the
SPM.mat file used to estimate the betas of every condition. In
the third step results; contracts were used for the comparison
of the beta scans with the t-test. As usual, only the contrasts
with a sum to zero were considered.
Next, the activation of the voxels in the brains’ regions-of-
interest of the PTSD individuals and healthy controls were
highlighted by specifying the threshold value as shown in
Figure 3 with the different colors. Where the Sub-figure
3a presents activation in the right hemisphere, Sub-figure
3b shows activation in the both hemispheres and Sub-figure
3c presents activation in the left hemisphere. In these sub-
figures, the blue color indicates the activation in the brain
of PTSD individuals, the red color shows activation in the
brain of healthy controls and pink specifies the activation
in the brain of both PTSD individuals and healthy control.
Sub-figure 3d highlights the activation in the amygdala,
hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex regions of healthy
control, and similarly in Sub-figure 3e highlights the activa-
tion in brain of PTSD individuals. The activation in the brain
of both PTSD and control is presented in Sub-figure 3f for
comparison.
To compare the activation of the regions-of-interest
(Amygdala, Hippocampus, and Medial prefrontal cortex),
we made the multislice view for healthy control and PTSD
individual as given in Figure 4.
V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this study, ANN with 5-fold cross-validation approach has
been employed to compare the performance of the developed
models using the rs-fMRI data of the selected brain regions.
After the bifurcation of the data in three samples, the ANN
was applied by following the steps given in Figure 2. The
cross-validation classification accuracy of all the models for
training and validation sample, for every fold and the average
accuracy of all 5-folds are given in Table 2. Only the average
results of the 5-folds cross-validation have been used for
interpretation and comparison purpose in the next text. It is
clear from the average results in Table 2 that the ANNBHs
provided the best accuracy, while ANNRH gives the lowest
accuracy percentage, and the accuracy results of ANNLH are
very close to the ANNBHs.
Graphically, the detailed classification results are pre-
sented in Figure 5. As the final selected ANN models effi-
ciently classifying the PTSD individuals and healthy controls
by taking rs-fMRI data of the activations in brain regions as
input and produce results of the classification as output. In
Figure 5, the correctly classified the numbers and percent-
ages of the scans of the region-of-interest have been appeared
as the diagonal values and opposite (incorrect) classified
scans are the off-diagonal values for both the training and
validation samples. The overall accuracy with the regions
in the right, left, and both hemispheres of the training and
validation model of ANN is also shown in Figure 5. The
accuracy of ANNRH with the training and validation sample
was 78.0% and 80%, in this way, ANNRH predicted seventy-
eight and eighty correct decisions out of 100, respectively.
The total accuracy of ANNLH with the regions in the left
hemisphere by the training and validation sample was 94%
and 93%, which means that our model predicted ninety-four
and ninety-three correct decisions out of 100, respectively.
Similarly, the correct predictions by the ANNBHs with the
training and validation sample were 95% and 94%, com-
paratively, this model provided almost the same prediction
accuracy as the model with the regions in the left hemisphere
and it predicted ninety-four and ninety-five correct decisions
out of 100 in training and validation sample.
The training and validation loss and accuracy were mea-
sured and plotted against the first 30 epochs for ANNBHs,
ANNLH , and ANNRH model in Figure 6 with three plots, re-
spectively. These three exemplary plots depicting the changes
in training and validation loss were large initially but over
the epochs, the loss decreasing gradually during the first
25 epochs and become stable after around 25 epochs for
all ANN models, when the maximum 200 epochs had been
executed. The ANNBHs have less loss and greater accuracy
as compare to the ANNLH and ANNRH models, similarly,
ANNLH have less loss and greater accuracy than ANNRH .
The loss for training and validation group data decayed after
each epoch but ANNRH has more and fluctuated loss which
means that its parameters of the network did not converges
to better ones model this is also reflected from the accuracy
curve. The final classification accuracy on the training and
validation group data were obtained as mentioned above.
The best models which achieved the highest accuracy and
minimum loss on the training and validation group data were
reserved for testing group data.
A. HOSMER-LEMESHOW TEST
It is better to evaluate the model fitness as far as possible
before rely upon it to draw a conclusion or prediction. In
this regard, the popular the Hosmer-Lemeshow test for binary
outcomes was considered. Hosmer-Lemeshow test suggests
the goodness-of-fit of the model using the observed and
predicted values and it depends on the chi-square goodness-
of-fit test. The insignificance of the test indicates that the
model is good-fitted [47]. The results of Hosmer-Lemeshow
test in Table 3 indicate the ANNRH , ANNLH , and ANNBHs
are well-fitted models to the data as all the p-values are very
close to one. Therefore, these ANN models can predict PTSD
and Control subjects accurately. Comparatively, ANNLH
and ANNBHs are the better choices for the prediction and
classification.
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FIGURE 3. Subfigure 3a, 3b, and 3c are showing the activation in the right, both and left hemispheres, respectively. Subfigure 3d, 3e, and 3f are indicating the
activation of the healthy control, PTSD individual and both, respectively, in the regions-of-interest (amygdala, hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex) in axial
view; whereas the activation with blue color for the PTSD individuals, red color for healthy control and pink color for both individuals.
FIGURE 4. Red color shows the activation of the brain regions (amygdala, hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex) in a multi-slice view of PTSD individual and
healthy control.
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TABLE 2. The classification accuracy in percentage of 5-fold cross-validation for training and validation sample
Model Sample Accuracy (%)1-fold 2-fold 3-fold 4-fold 5-fold Average
ANNRH
Training 0.776 0.764 0.792 0.803 0.771 78.12
Validation 0.75 0.714 0.786 0.788 0.964 80.04
ANNLH
Training 0.941 0.965 0.954 0.912 0.935 94.14
Validation 0.926 0.923 0.934 0.941 0.927 93.02
ANNBHs
Training 0.952 0.967 0.952 0.949 0.929 94.98
Validation 0.917 0.915 0.964 0.939 0.971 94.12
FIGURE 5. ANN classification accuracy for both training and validation sample settled during the classification of the PTSD and healthy control by the rs-fMRI
scans of the brain regions in right, left, and both hemispheres. In each 2×2 confusion matrix, the diagonal values indicate the right decision and off-diagonal
indicates wrong decisions of predictions for both the training and validation samples. The darkness of the cells of the confusion matrix increases as classification
accuracy increases.
TABLE 3. Hosmer-Lemeshow test results for the three models
Model Chi-square df Sig.
ANNRH 2.6538 8 0.9542
ANNLH 1.2395 8 0.9962
ANNBHs 0.3596 8 1.0000
B. CALIBRATION PLOT
The performance of the proposed ANN model can further
be quantified in terms of calibration plots. Calibration indi-
cates the contract between observed outcomes and predicted
probabilities and assess graphically how accurate the models
predict [48]– [49]. In the case of ideal calibration, predictions
appear exactly on the diagonal line with the zero value of
intercept and the value of the slope close to 1.22 along
with the p-value less than 0.05 for the statistical signifi-
cance. The calibration plots for the ANNRH , ANNLH and
ANNBHs models were plotted as given in Figure 7. The
diagonal line refers to the perfect calibration and it is used
to compare our calibrated ANNRH , ANNLH , and ANNBHs
models with dotted lines. The lines of ANNRH , ANNLH ,
and ANNBHs models are close to the diagonal line. The
calibration intercept for the ANNRH model is 0.10 (p-value
0.012) and the calibration slope is 0.81 (p-value 0.000). The
ANNLH have -0.08 (p-value 0.026) value of intercept and
slope is the 1.16 (p-value 0.000). The calibration intercept
and slope of the ANNBHs model is -0.07 (p-value 0.014) and
1.13 (p-value 0.000), respectively. The calibration curve of
ANNRH model deviates more from the ideal calibration line
than ANNLH and ANNBHs models. As the calibration curve
of the ANNLH and ANNBHs models are approximately
close to the perfectly calibrated line. Therefore, the intercepts
and slopes are statistically significant and very close to the
benchmark values.
C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
To assess more about the accuracy of the ANN models for
the classification of PTSD and healthy control, we have
calculated sensitivity, specificity, false-positive-rate, false-
negatives-rate, and area under the ROC curve with confidence
intervals. Here, sensitivity is the ability to correctly identify
the PTSD individual when the individual has truly PTSD
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FIGURE 6. Training and validation loss and accuracy curves over epochs for
ANNBHs, ANNLH , and ANNRH .
and specificity is the ability to correctly identify the healthy
control individual when the individual truly healthy. The
false-positive-rate is the probability that an individual is a
healthy control and the model declares it PTSD individual.
The false-negative-rate is the probability that an individual
has PTSD and the model identifies it as healthy control.
These measures are computed for training and validation
sample sets separately as reported in Table 4 and overall
the results are also obtained for ANNRH , ANNLH , and
ANNBHs models. Comparatively, the ability of sensitivity
of ANNLH model is the highest as 96.94%. It can correctly
FIGURE 7. Calibration plot of the ANN models
identify 96.94% of the individual who possesses PTSD. The
ANNBHs model has top specificity and able to correctly
identify 98.42% of individual those are healthy control. The
least false-positive-rate and false-negative-rate possess by
the ANNLH and ANNBHs, respectively, the least value of
these two measures are most demanding. Since concerning
the sensitivity and false-positive-rate, and whereas specificity
and false-negative-rate the ANNLH and ANNBHs are useful
and valid, respectively.
D. ROC CURVE ANALYSIS
To observe the precision of the ANN models and to display
the discriminatory ability to correctly pick up PTSD and
healthy controls the ROC curve analysis was performed.
ROC curve is also used to provide a high degree of speci-
ficity, sensitivity, and high test-retest stability [50]. The area
under the ROC curve is an effective measure to diagnose
the classification accuracy. According to DeSalvo et al. [51],
ROC curve values between 0.70 and 0.80 are acceptable, ones
greater than 0.80 are excellent, and ones higher than 0.90 are
rarely observed. The ROC curves of the ANN models based
on the regions of the right hemisphere, left hemisphere and
both hemispheres are presented in Figure 8. The two lines
in each the ROC curve denoted the two different classes;
wherein the solid line represents the PTSD individuals and
the dotted line for the healthy controls. In the training and
validation sample set, the area under the ROC curves for
ANNRH model are obtained 0.871 and 0.883; for ANNLH
model 0.977 and 0.984; and for ANNBHs model 0.984 and
0.984, respectively. Overall, the area under the ROC curve for
the ANNRH , ANNLH , and ANNBHs is 0.877, 0.980, and
0.984, respectively, as reported in Table 4 The comparison
shows regions in the left hemisphere can clearly distinguish
between PTSD individual and healthy control and even the
scanning of the left hemisphere is enough to diagnose PTSD
in a person. Overall, the area under the ROC (AUROC) curve
of ANNLH and ANNBHs is very close and high.
The dominance level of each region in classification is also
presented graphically in Figure 8, corresponding to the ROC
curves with their respective model. In the ANNRH the most
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FIGURE 8. ROC curves representing sensitivity analysis of ANN models and the bar display the dominance level (in %) of affected regions in the classification of
PTSD and healthy control.
important region is the right amygdala and the least important
is the right hippocampus in the classification. The ANNLH
model that is based on the regions in the left hemisphere high-
lighted the left hippocampus as the most important and left
amygdala as the least important. The third model ANNBHs
was performed with all considered six regions then the left
hippocampus is the region that has the most dominant role
in classification and the least is the right hippocampus. The
importance of each region in classification is attained by the
normalized importance graph of ANN, more the importance
of a region means that the region contributes much to identify
the PTSD patient.
E. COMPUTATIONAL TIME
The computational time of our developed ANN models
was measured in Python language with “time” package us-
ing personal computer which had specifications of Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-4300M CPU @ 2.60GHz 2.60 GHz with 8
GB RAM. The computational time which was consumed
in development of the ANNLH , ANNRH and ANNBHs
models with 30 epochs were 2.91, 1.88 and 2.56 seconds,
respectively.
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TABLE 4. Sensitivity, Specificity, false-positive rate (FPR), false-negative rate (FNR) and AUROC with 95% confidence Interval
ANN Model Sample Set Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) FPR (%) FNR (%) AUROC (95% CI)
ANNRH
Training 79.45 77.31 20.55 22.69 0.871(0.858-0.895)
Validation 83.00 78.11 17.00 21.89 0.883(0.878-0.903)
Overall 81.22 77.71 18.77 22.29 0.877(0.868-0.899)
ANNLH
Training 96.67 91.79 3.333 8.21 0.977(0.970-0.981)
Validation 97.20 89.33 2.800 10.67 0.984(0.980-0.991)
Overall 96.94 89.33 3.07 9.44 0.980(0.975-0.986)
ANNBHs
Training 92.27 99.66 7.726 0.34 0.984(0.980-0.994)
Validation 89.80 99.19 10.20 0.81 0.984(0.980-0.993)
Overall 91.03 99.42 8.963 0.575 0.984(0.980-0.994)
VI. ANN CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE
HOLDOUT SAMPLE
The classification performance efficiency was also tested by
applying the trained and validated model on the indepen-
dent holdout sample. In the holdout sample, the already
recruited rs-fMRI 70 scans of a PTSD individual and 70 scans
of healthy control were obtained for the experimentation
to get the trust of the practitioners on the results of this
study. The actual number of scans of the activated voxels of
PTSD individuals in the holdout sample was 70, however,
60, 67, and 69 scans were correctly classified by ANNRH ,
ANNLH , and ANNBHs model, respectively. And the actual
number of scans of the activated voxels of healthy control
in the holdout sample was also 70, however, 57, 66, and 67
scans were correctly classified by ANNRH , ANNLH , and
ANNBHs model, respectively. The prediction accuracy of
the developed ANNRH , ANNLH and ANNBHs model using
holdout sample was achieved 83.57%, 95%, and 97.14%, re-
spectively. The overall and individual classification accuracy
of the PTSD or healthy control for all models presented in
Figure 9 using the holdout sample. Comparatively, the pre-
diction accuracy on the holdout sample increased and more
accurately predicted PTSD individual and healthy control for
all the models. The performance of the proposed approach
validates that the rs-fMRI scans of selected brain regions
have the potential to identify persons with PTSD.
VII. DISCUSSION
The practitioners required an easy and reliable method for
diagnosing PTSD in an individual with full of confidence,
and this study tried and achieved the desired results. As
the numerous fMRI studies only studied and observed the
intensity of changes in the brain of PTSD rather than fo-
cused on the classification of PTSD and healthy control.
It is also observed, the neuroimaging studies investigated
changing activities in only one or more than one region
among left hippocampus, right hippocampus, left amygdala,
right amygdala, left medial prefrontal cortex and right me-
dial prefrontal cortex. In our study, all these six susceptible
regions of the brain were considered while analyzing rs-
fMRI scans to classify the PTSD individual from a healthy
control. After extracting the data of the affected brain regions
by SPM12 software, the ANN used for classification and
prediction of the person with or without the disorder, and the
identification of the regions which played the most dominant
role in classifying the PTSD patient and healthy control. As
the biological neural networks formation based ANN has
become an efficient problem solver in medical science and
extensively used for classification and prediction of medical
diseases [52].
The ANN has applied separately on left, right, and both
hemispheres, using the data of regions of interest as indepen-
dent variables. The findings of ANNLH that is based on three
regions in the left hemisphere efficiently able to diagnose the
PTSD patient as compared to the model ANNRH with the
rs-fMRI data of the three regions in the right hemisphere.
As the results of the ANNLH model showed more classifi-
cation accuracy that the ANNRH . The involvement of left
hemisphere in PTSD is also justified by Baldacara et al. [53].
In left-hemisphere, 2.25-fold more increased abnormalities
were found than right-hemisphere in PTSD by Ito et al.
[54]. Durkee et al. [55] also suggesting right-hemisphere
dysfunction is less than the left-hemisphere in PTSD. If
only concentrate on the regions of right hemisphere, then
the normalized importance graph of ANN indicated that the
right amygdala is the most dominant region in classification.
The most dominant region means that the region affected
much due to PTSD and contributes significantly to identify
the PTSD patient. It is also observed that the right medial
prefrontal cortex less and the right hippocampus is the least
affected region. Similarly, the normalized importance graph
of ANN for left hemisphere indicated that the most promi-
nently involved region is the left hippocampus and the least
affected region is the left amygdala in the brain of PTSD
patients.
The results of the third ANN model based on the six re-
gions have the highest accuracy (94.5%) and the normalized
importance graph demonstrated that the left hippocampus
is the most affected region in PTSD patients. The second
most affected region is the right amygdala. Respectively, the
left medial prefrontal cortex, right medial prefrontal cortex,
and left amygdala has decreasing effective strength. The
least affected region among the affected regions is the right
hippocampus. Therefore, left hippocampus is a core region
that affected much in PTSD, as it is also concluded in the
case-control fMRI study of Thomaes et al. [56], and also
justified in the meta-analysis of 37 studies by Nelson and
Tumpap [57]. The right hippocampus is the least affected
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FIGURE 9. Classification matrix with accuracy in holdout sample using validated models sing affected brain regions
region in PTSD individuals, it is also discussed by Nelson
and Tumpap [57].
Finally, in our approach, we have used brain regions as
independent variables in ANN and the target variable was to
identify the individual with or without PTSD. According to
the sensitivity, specificity, false-positive-rate, false-negatives-
rate, area under the ROC curves and accuracy percentages the
finalized ANN models justified and achieved the objective
of the study. The ANN was also used to identify of regions
that played the most dominant role while classification be-
tween PTSD individual and healthy control. Additionally,
this approach found out the affected regions in the brain with
their strength of being infected. Ultimately, our findings are
helpful for neurobiologists, neurologists, and psychiatrists
for the diagnostic and treatment of PTSD individuals, even
doctors can do the therapy of the affected regions by knowing
the strength of infected regions.
In summary, this study is an important step toward the
clinical diagnosis of PTSD with the help of ANN. However,
this study does have some limitations. First, as the data of
our study was related to only army personals and the general
public with trauma is not the part, we urge caution when
generalizing these results to other traumatic events, this study
can be extended and conduct the research on the particular
traumatic event fMRI data. Second, we used resting-state
fMRI data to extract classification features, it may be possible
to explore the results on activity-based fMRI data. Third,
our study took the recommended affected brain regions in
PTSD, and in the future, more regions can take which may
improve the classification accuracy. Fourth, the present study
is appropriate for the small and moderate sample sizes and
it is need to test this methodology for very large sample size
to generalize the results for every sample size. At last, our
research only compared PTSD with healthy controls, other
related psychiatric disorders are not considered, and it is
possible to take the data of different psychiatric disorders at
once to diagnose PTSD.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this case-control rs-fMRI study the ANN training-
validation-testing approach was applied by taking six most
susceptible brain regions to classify and predict the PTSD
individual and to identify the dominance level of each af-
fected brain region in the development of PTSD. As it is
important to accurately diagnose PTSD individuals for the
most relevant treatment in this complex stress-related psy-
chiatric disorder. In this regard, ANN is a simple and effi-
cient way of identification and classification. Consequently,
the findings of the ANN significantly identify the affected
regions and classify PTSD from healthy control with 79%,
93.5%, and 94.5%, using the regions in the right hemisphere,
left hemisphere, and both hemispheres, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the most affected region of the brain in PTSD is
the left hippocampus and the least involved region is the
right hippocampus, particularly, these results are consistent
with many fMRI studies. The performance validation results
clearly validated the appropriateness of the ANN model
and selected brain regions. Our all findings will helpful
for classifying the PTSD individual from healthy control
with confidence and identify the affected region for most
relevant intervention and treatment, such as psychotherapy
or pharmacological interventions aiming to get the normal
activation of the disturbed regions.
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